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Fourth Build Upon workshop took place at Osaamistehdas and was organized together with VTT and their NeZeR-project. 
NeZeR aims to create criteria and guidance on how our existing buildings can be renovated to nearly zero energy level while 
improving the health and well-being factors as well as meeting the strict economical and profitability boundaries. 

The workshop started with a reminder from the Build Upon work done this far by looking back to some key findings from 
the previous workshops. Green Building Council Finland’s project manager Sami Lankiniemi highlighted the noted barriers 
slowing down the renovation market, giving insight on how these barriers limit our movement towards energy efficiency 
in the existing building stock. Special emphasis was given to the problems in the housing market and also regarding the 
opportunities that digitalisation could offer to the theme.

VTT’s Riikka Holopainen continued by exhibiting the various boundaries restricting the growth of the renovation market as 
seen by the NeZeR project. In their view, these can be broken into four categories: 1) the building itself and its location, 2) 
know-how, attitudes and decision making, 3) technical factors and architecture and 4) profitability and resources. NeZeR 
project suggests that these can be solved by carrying out following measures: allowing subsidies for switching the heating 
system or improving the use of renewable energy for all households, enabling renovation subsidies for net emigration zones, 
making law amendments in order to ease decicion making in the housing cooperatives, enabling Household Tax Reductions 
(kotitalousvähennys) also for housing cooperatives, allowing transfer tax reductions based on the energy certidicate and 
tieng the amount of the energy subsidies to the ambition level of the energy performance improment target. 

Mieke Oostra from the Groningenin Hanze University of Applied Sciences’ NoorderRuimte unit was invited as the keynote 
speaker of the event. Oostra presented project called de Stroomversnelling that has been able to develop a nearly zero 
energy retrofit concept which was succesful in cutting down the lead time from two week to one day and costs to one third 
from the starting level.

Workshop excercises looked to improve the processes of a renovation project

The participants started with the notion that it is very typical in Finland to begin a renovation project when a certain 
renocation need is identified, building parts are facing the end of their lifecycle, something is broken or when the renovation 
need is long overdue. It was also noted that renovation projects are often cancelled before they even begin properly. This is 
caused by fears regarding the magnitude of the renovation needs or the size of the investment need in the beginning phase 
as in the housing cooperative field this is rarely assessed against the return of the investment or other gained benefits over 
it’s entire life cycle. Often the requirement is to find renovation measures with only a short paypack period.

 When looking at the renovation projects from the viewpoint of the residents, it was commented that the responsibilites of 
the different sides and subcontracting are not easy to grasp. Project plans are also often already too advanced when they 
are reviewed for decisions by the housing cooperative board in order to implement chances without additional effort and 
costs, which limits residents’ ability to affect the project. This may cause the rejection of the renovation project as such if the 
residents feel that their needs are not catered to. Further comments went on to highlight the fact that the introduction part 
fails to educate residents to use the new systems. It was also mentioned that resident satisfaction shoulde be measured 
before and after the project which is not done at present. The residents are also not used to take responsibilty over voicing
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out their needs and demands or monitoring results of the renovation.

The second workshop excercise looked to develop the renovation sales efforts

Workshop participants outlined that the different data and information of a renovation project should be made more easily 
visible, in a way that it could be accessed by all the stakeholders in a project without additional effort and in a form that 
would support further analysis and service design. Also the renovation plans could be made more visible, which would 
enable larger projects to be developed on a residential zone, where similar renovation needs have been identified in 
similar building types. The networks and know-how of the deputy landlords are the key component to enable this kind of 
development.

The participant were also asked to specify on what basis renovation projects are being sold on. They listed cost savings, 
energy efficiency and environmental impacts as the primary selling points. When asked about collaboration in sales within 
the renovation market, they described it as minute. For example construction companies were not seen to collaborate with 
energy service supplies. They were also asked to elaborate on how the needs of the residends are observed and considered 
in the selling process. The answer reflected the previous view that these are not taken into consideration very well and there 
for not capitalized for selling efforts. In order to facilitate to the needs of the residents in a better way it was proposed that 
the renovation actors, cities and other organisations should work to combine their efforts to a building life cycle service, 
seeking deeper collaboration between companies and integrate efforts between projects, unions and associations.

Main conclusions from the workshop

• Housing cooperatives need to be supported to put together joint renovation projects and determine if public actors 
could allow subsidies for hiring a leader for these kinds of projects

• Housing cooperatives and their boards need to be supported in long term strategic planning

• Housing cooperatives should be encouraged to look for different funding options on the long term, for example by 
creating a guidance service for establishing renovation reserves

• Renovation stakeholdes should aim to create practices, that enable better flow of information and accessibilty to 
everyone as this will benefit all the stakeholders, speeds up the projects and decreases risks

• Information about energy renovations and best practices should be increased and distribute more widely and effectively 
and the actors have to be active in implementing proved concepts and practises

• The improvents achieved through the renovation and the needs of the residents could be adapted together better by 
incorporating this assessment as part of the feasibility study

• Deepening the collaboration between different renovation actors for improving energy performance would create 
added value to end users and enhance operations as well as ease the sharing of information
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